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**ABSTRACT**

This study investigates the factors influencing customers’ choice of financial institutions in Bangladesh, focusing specifically on the role of Digital Financial Services (DFS). The study explores the relationship between trust, risks, benefits, social influences and intention to choose financial institutions through DFS. The research adopts a quantitative methodology and employs Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) to analyze the data collected through a survey that use digital financial services in Bangladesh. The study examines by the modified UTAUT model to explore the direct and indirect relationships that influence the intention to choose financial institutions through using DFS. The results reveal that ‘Benefits’ and ‘Social Influences’ have a significant positive impact on the choice of financial institutions through DFS in Bangladesh, while ‘Trust’ and ‘Perceived Risks’ demonstrate an insignificant relationship with ‘Users’ Intention’ to choose financial institutions through DFS. This study contributes to the literature on digital financial services (DFS) adoption by examining the factors influencing customers’ choice of financial institutions in Bangladesh. Also, the research adds value by incorporating a modified theory of UTAUT model for finding the appropriate relationship among the variables. The findings highlight the importance of understanding the complex factors affecting customers’ preferences for financial institutions and emphasize the need for financial institutions in Bangladesh to prioritize not only building trust and managing risks but also leveraging social influences and the benefits of using DFS to attract and retain customers. Finally, it also suggests important insights for financial institutions in Bangladesh to better attract and retain digitally-savvy customers.

1. INTRODUCTION

The rapid growth of e-business, fueled by technological advancements and globalization, has compelled businesses to continually reassess their value chains and business models. The financial industry, particularly the Digital Financial Services (DFS) segment, is undergoing a significant transformation due to competitive, administrative, and technological forces [1]. Consequently, Financial Institutions (FIs) have embraced the internet to leverage its power and speed to adapt to the fast-paced changes in the business landscape.

Technological innovations have enabled Financial Institutions to offer an array of services to attract modern clients. The internet, mobile phones, emails, short message service (SMS), and card services are extensively utilized to address the evolving and challenging needs of customers. In a competitive landscape, clients have become more discerning, seeking tailored services that cater to their specific requirements [2]. Consequently, customer satisfaction has become a critical factor in decision-making when choosing a Financial Institution.

Contemporary financial services strategies and management approaches prioritize customer-centricity and adaptability to the ever-changing needs of clients [3]. The study [4] argues that retail Financial Institutions strive to offer similar services to remain competitive. There is a growing emphasis on customer satisfaction to attract new clients and, more importantly, to secure their loyalty and retain existing ones. Moreover, customer choice has become a complex and critical aspect in selecting FI nowadays [5].

Digital Financial Services represent a category of financial services where transactions occur electronically between financial institutions rather than through the exchange of cash, checks, or other negotiable instruments. Ownership and transfer of funds between FIs are recorded on computer systems connected via the internet, with customer identification secured through access codes such as passwords or personal identification numbers instead of signatures on physical documents [6].

Financial Institutions are increasingly recognizing that many clients prefer to conduct their financial services electronically. Implementing digital financial systems has proven to be an essential strategy for FIs to reduce operating costs. In this context, advanced FinTech enables Financial Institutions to minimize expenditure on physical infrastructure. It is widely acknowledged that DFS can help FIs reduce costs, increase revenue, and enhance customer experience [7].

Building upon extensive research on various issues of Digital Financial Services, the present study primarily aims to investigate the factors influencing customers’ expectations of DFS from Financial Institutions, and the importance of digital services in selecting a Financial Institution. Building upon extensive research on various issues of Digital Financial
Services, the present study aims to investigate the factors influencing customers' expectations of DFS from Financial Institutions, and the importance of digital services in selecting a Financial Institution. However, the research questions are 1) how trust, risks, benefits, and social influences affect users' intentions to choose FIs through DFS, and 2) how perceived risks mediate users' intentions to choose FIs through DFS.

Although many researchers have extensively examined several financial innovations, many recent inventions are still not widely studied. A few researches have been identified on technologies like mobile wallets, mobile money, and blockchain, whereas the majority of recent studies have concentrated on innovations like mobile banking and mobile payments. Adoption of DFS applications that significantly impact on the choice of financial institutions are mostly influenced by several variables including social impact, risk, and trust.

The majority of the prior research on DFS adoption has concentrated on technological aspects without taking social influences into account. For instance, while behavioral theories such as the Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT) or modified UTAUT framework are still hardly used whereas, technology adoption theories such as the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) have been extensively used in research on digital innovations impact validation.

2. BACKGROUND AND CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

2.1 DFS conception

The rapid adoption of technology by the millennial generation has driven the financial sector to reevaluate and adapt its business practices. Digitization and digitalization are two crucial aspects of this digital transformation in financial organizations. Digitization refers to the process of converting manual or paper-based documents into digital format and adjusting business rules and procedures accordingly. On the other hand, digitalization represents a comprehensive shift in the mode of operation, leveraging technology to facilitate seamless electronic processing of financial transactions [8].

Operating with a customer-centric approach, digital financial services strive to maximize accessibility, utility, and cost benefits for clients. Financial institutions reap the rewards of reduced operational costs, fewer errors, enhanced services, and an overall superior user experience. Cutting-edge financial technologies, such as the Internet of Things (IoT), Blockchain, Augmented Reality (AR), Virtual Reality (VR), Open APIs, Big Data, Machine Learning, Smart Contracts, and Cloud Computing, can be employed individually or collectively to benefit the financial ecosystem and its users in numerous ways. These innovative business models for digital financial services are garnering significant global attention, particularly among customers [8].

2.2 DFS and open innovation

"Digital Financial Services (DFS)", also known as "fintech", encompass a wide array of innovative financial products and services enabled by Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) [8, 9]. DFS disrupts conventional financial models through strategies such as disintermediation, access expansion, hybridization, financialization, and customization [10]. As a result of evolving customer behaviors, shifting ecosystems, ICT advancements, and supportive policies, the financial services sector can now offer entirely new, cutting-edge solutions [11]. These solutions encompass a diverse range of mobile services, including bill payments, money transfers, loan requests, insurance purchases, asset management, investment opportunities, and crowdfunding [12].

New technologies such as blockchain, smart devices, cloud computing, AI, and machine learning have revolutionized the role of ICT in the financial industry, presenting novel opportunities, risks, and legal challenges [11, 12]. In Bangladesh, the DFS landscape fosters collaboration between clients, established businesses, and startups, with value creation strategies focused on competition and cooperation among industry actors. Open innovation projects have been pivotal in forging these mutually beneficial relationships and enhancing organizational innovation capabilities [13]. Favorable regulations, reliable telecommunications infrastructure, and numerous digital finance initiatives have supported the adoption of DFS applications in Bangladesh.

2.3 DFS resilience

Digital Financial Services (DFS) have proven to be remarkably resilient in today's rapidly changing financial landscape. Amidst socio-economic fluctuations, technological advancements, and regulatory shifts, DFS have shown a robust capacity to adapt and thrive [14]. Their inherent flexibility and digitized architecture enable them to withstand shocks and disturbances, thereby offering a more reliable and accessible financial solution. Moreover, DFS's resilience is evident in their ability to provide to diverse user needs, maintain service continuity during crises, and constantly innovate to improve user experience [15].

The conceptual literature on resilience has expanded to encompass a wide range of topics, including health services, disaster management, donation and many more [16]. Resilience can be defined as an individual's ability to cope with environmental shocks continuously. People can positively adapt in challenging situations by leveraging their resources and attributes, such as problem-solving abilities. During crises or emergencies, information and communication technology (ICT) plays a critical role in fostering resilient communities and individuals [17].

Digital finance innovations contribute to enhancing the resilience of rural and vulnerable populations, particularly those in developing countries, by facilitating access to financial resources. This access bolsters their economic robustness in times of crisis. In underserved regions, people can use mobile applications to access various financial services, including payments, savings, loans, and microcredit. Prominent examples of digital finance technologies offering financial services in Bangladesh include mobile services like Bkash, Nagad, and Rocket etc. Recent studies suggest that DFS can provide financial services to 62.5% of unbanked individuals in Bangladesh [18]. By incorporating DFS into their resilience strategies, these populations can better withstand economic challenges and improve their overall well-being.

2.4 DFS in Bangladesh

The Fourth Industrial Revolution (4IR) is characterized by
the pervasive use of technology, and Bangladesh is no exception to the global trend of the financial sector embracing 4IR. The traditional banking system in Bangladesh faces challenges posed by technological innovations in digital financial services. The government's efforts to establish "Digital Bangladesh" from 2009 to 2021 played a significant role in achieving this milestone. Key stakeholders in Bangladesh's DFS ecosystem include the central bank, commercial banks, mobile banking services, iFarmer, PayWell, Bimafy, SMEVai, GoRiseMe, and Amartaka. Collectively, they serve over 35 million users, with more than 170 million accounts. DFS providers provided mobile wallets and payment platforms that facilitated transactions worth over 66.1 billion USD in 2021, according to the ICT Division of the Government of Bangladesh [19].

According to the comparative summary statement 2020 of Bangladesh Bank (the central bank of Bangladesh), during the Covid-19 pandemic, electricity bill payments increased by almost doubled from Tk 441.12 crore to Tk 831.43 crore, and merchant payments more than tripled, from Tk 581 crore to Tk 1,879 crore between February to November of 2020 utilizing the digital financial services. Moreover, the government offered cash support to 50 lakh low-income families affected by the coronavirus outbreak through four significant MFS operators.

In light of the recent global economic downturn triggered by the pandemic and the ongoing recovery process, it is crucial to reevaluate Bangladesh Bank's accomplishments in leveraging digital financial innovations to serve underprivileged populations in recent years. Bangladesh deserves recognition as an "early adopter" in the field of digital financial advancements. Over the past few years, Bangladesh Bank and commercial banks in the country have implemented measures such as automating the Credit Information Bureau (CIB), establishing NPSB, BEFTN, and RTGS, adopting blockchain technology in transactions, enhancing online banking, mobile financial services, and agent banking, and applying E-KYC.

3. RESEARCH MODEL DEVELOPMENT

3.1 UTAUT model

The Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT) model provides the fundamental theoretical framework for our investigation [20]. Its comprehensive applicability and capability to explicate technology adoption and acceptance were instrumental in its selection. This model has undergone significant development in various studies, demonstrating its robustness in examining diverse technological contexts. However, the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) was developed in the 1990s and subsequently refined in 2003, incorporating four primary constructs that took into account the social relevance of adoption and usage [21]. The model employs four constructs for moderating variables and evaluates these factors to understand their influence on behavioral intentions.

Our study's theoretical underpinning is the UTAUT model [20]. This model has been extensively developed and applied to various perspectives related to technology, making it a suitable choice for examining the adoption and acceptance of diverse technological contexts. The UTAUT model's evaluation of moderating variables contributes to a more comprehensive understanding of behavioral intentions [21].

Despite its strengths, the UTAUT model is fundamentally a broad model of technology adoption [22]. Numerous studies have utilized this model to explore a variety of factors that may influence behavior related to technology adoption [23]. By focusing on specific technology categories, the model becomes more efficient and descriptive than general construct models that attempt to encompass multiple technologies [24].

This study postulates that user acceptance of digital financial services significantly impacts the financial industry. Numerous researchers continue to expand the UTAUT model by incorporating additional concepts to elucidate various aspects of technology adoption. Based on previous research findings, the four primary UTAUT attributes are employed in this study, as they are believed to exert a substantial influence on users' intention to utilize Digital Financial Services (DFS). The proposed model, illustrated in Figure 2, offers a comprehensive overview of the factors affecting DFS adoption and usage.

Original UTAUT factors are performance expectancy, effort expectancy, social influence and facilitating condition, whereas users' intention is the dependent variable [25]. However, to conduct the study on digital or mobile financial services, researchers adopt some additional variables as a modified UTAUT model, such as risks and trust [26-29]. The cyber security concern in financial institutions and also in money transactions particularly in developing countries face extensively and a concern which is recognized by researchers [30]. Due to insufficient public awareness of cyber security, internet users have limited comprehension and skills to defend themselves against online and mobile security risks [31, 32]. Moreover, the inadequate awareness of internet hacking fosters distrust among consumers of digital financial services in developing nations [33].

As a result, in this study, we included risks and trust to identify the factors that impact users' intention towards the use of Digital Financial Services (DFS). In addition, risks substantially impact the relationship between users' intentions and trust, as previously mentioned, so we employ risks as mediating factors in this model. The proposed model,
illustrated in Figure 2, offers a comprehensive overview of the factors affecting DFS adoption and usage.

![Figure 2. Modified UTAUT model](image)

4. HYPOTHESIS DEVELOPMENT

Formulating hypotheses in research is an essential process for comprehending the connections between multiple factors and their impact on a particular outcome. In the present study, the dependent variable is users' intention to select financial institutions, assumed to be influenced by several independent variables, including Benefits, Risks, Social Influences, and Trust. The modified UTAUT model serves as the basis for the hypotheses, which explore potential relationships among these variables. By examining these relationships, the study seeks to elucidate the intricate interplay between Benefits, Risks, Social Influences, and Trust, and how these factors collectively influence users' intention to select financial institutions through the adoption of DFS services.

**Benefits:** Recent advancements in information technology have provided customers with access to a wide array of novel financial services [34]. DFS applications have the potential to make mobile financial transactions more transparent, affordable, and convenient. Key advantages of DFS for customers include reduced time, effort, and cost associated with completing financial transactions [35, 36]. Benefits can be defined as "users' perception of the likelihood that utilizing DFS will result in favorable outcomes." The utility derived from using DFS applications can be reflected in the perceived benefits [35]. Users' intention to utilize these systems is influenced by their perceived usefulness and ease of use. Numerous studies have found that perceived benefits positively influence users' intentions to utilize DFS applications, such as mobile payments and crypto-currencies [37]. Based on these findings, the following hypothesis is proposed:

**H1:** Benefits of DFS applications have a positive and significant impact on users' behavioral intention.

**Risks:** Innovations in financial services are frequently accompanied by risks [35, 38, 39]. One of the primary barriers to technology adoption is the perceived risk associated with the usage of DFS applications. In the context of DFS, risk is defined as "users' perception of uncertainty and potential adverse consequences arising from the use of DFS" [35]. Operational, financial, security, and privacy concerns are examples of risks associated with DFS applications [39, 40]. These risks deter customers from using digital financial applications, reducing their intention to do so. Furthermore, the intangible nature of DFS applications, coupled with perceived risks such as cyber-attacks and financial loss, discourages users from adopting these services [34]. Previous research findings have indicated a negative correlation between risk and the willingness to use DFS applications. Moreover, risks and trust directly and reciprocally influence customers' intentions to use DFS [38, 41]. Therefore, the following hypothesis is formulated:

**H2:** Risks associated with DFS applications have a negative and significant impact on users' behavioral intention.

**Social Influence:** In the age of social media, customers' decisions to adopt new technologies are significantly influenced by the opinions of their peers [42, 43]. Endorsements from friends, family members, and colleagues can persuade users to embrace novel technologies. In social settings, users frequently engage with mobile services and are influenced by the actions of others [44, 45]. Social influence, also referred to as subjective norms or images, is the extent to which an individual believes that significant people in their life consider it important for them to adopt a new system [21]. Digital financial services, such as mobile banking and payment, have a substantial positive impact on social influence, although this effect is contingent upon factors like previous experience [43, 46]. Consequently, the following hypothesis is posited:

**H3:** Social influences exert a positive and significant effect on users' behavioral intention.

**Trust:** In the context of financial transactions, trust is considered crucial for technology acceptance [40, 47]. Establishing strong relationships with customers is a priority in the highly competitive financial services. According to the Oxford Dictionary, trust is the desire of one party to be reliant on the acts of another party with the anticipation that the other party will take a specific action that is significant to the recipients, regardless of the capability to monitor or control that other party. Users' trust in DFS applications indicates their belief in the system's competence, integrity, and benevolence. Conversely, as migrating from traditional financial systems can be costly, trust is deemed crucial for financial service providers [48, 49]. In ambiguous and risky situations, trust can lead to reduced risk perceptions and positive intentions toward adopting new technology [50]. Therefore, the following hypothesis is formulated:

**H4:** Trust in the DFS system has a positive and significant impact on users' behavioral intention.

**H5:** Trust in the DFS system has a negative and significant relationship with risks associated with using DFS.

**Mediating Effects:** It is postulated that users' trust in a system or service shapes their perceptions of risks related to using that system or service [51]. These perceived risks, in turn, influence users' intentions to engage with the system or service. As such, the mediating role of perceived risks elucidates the relationship between trust and users' intentions of choosing financial institutions through DFS, suggesting that trust can indirectly affect users' intentions via perceived risks.

**H6:** Perceived risks mediate the relationship between trust and users' behavioral intention.

5. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

5.1 Research instruments

This study suggests a model consisting of five variables to demonstrate the study framework. In this model, users' intention is the dependent variable, and risks are the mediating
factors of trust and users' intention, where trust, risks, benefits, and social influences of DFS are the independent variables. The original UTAUT model was used to pick the survey questions for this study, with some mandatory sections making suitable modifications.

5.2 Designing a questionnaire

In order to get the required information employing a random sample technique, this study develops and distributes modified items of the specified variables through a self-structured questionnaire that chosen participants from the target population fulfilled. Students, employees in the private sector, public sector employees, people in business, and others were invited to participate in this study.

We ensured that participants understood the study's objectives and that all information they provided would be maintained in complete confidentiality. The survey also gathered data on the general profiles of the respondents, including their age, education level, gender, occupation, and location. The respondents from Chattogram and Dhaka divisions of Bangladesh were invited to participate in the study. The survey asked participants to score their level of agreement on a five-point Likert scale, from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree).

5.3 Sample size-target population

The population sample size includes appropriate responses and is limited to participants from Chattogram and Dhaka divisions in Bangladesh. The minimum educational level for the responders was the Higher Secondary School Certificate (HSC). Participants who had used digital financial services for at least a few years were invited to participate in this study. We made personal visits and phone calls to various educational, government, and private institutions to inform them of the study's objectives and to ask that their students and employees take an active part in it. Some respondents were excluded from the study because they were unwilling to participate and reluctant to respond to inquiries during the pilot test.

The authors provided the respondents 15 days to comprehend and complete the survey once we had educated and trained them about its objectives. The students, people in business, and employees from the relevant institutions were allowed to participate in the survey, and we selected the measurement instruments from the literature to create an initial set of concepts. This study employed a pilot study to determine whether the review would be effective before the final survey began.

The pilot study's participants included students, academics, managers, and officials with in-depth knowledge and understanding of the users' trust, risks, advantages, and societal implications of digital financial services. We delivered 480 surveys to respondents in all, and 442 respondents returned filled-out, appropriate questionnaires. We employed Cronbach's Alpha Reliability Statistics that is widely utilized metric for evaluating the internal consistency reliability of a set of items within a scale [52]. It measures the degree to which the items correspond to the underlying construct. Values span from 0 to 1, with higher values signifying better internal consistency. Generally, a Cronbach's Alpha value of 0.7 or higher is deemed acceptable, while values over 0.8 are considered excellent [53]. In this analysis, most of the variables exceeded the recommended threshold of 0.7 which means the reliability statistics are significant.

5.4 Data processing of the questionnaires

We distributed 480 surveys to students, people in business, government personnel, employees of private companies, and others in Chattogram and Dhaka. We obtained 442 properly completed questionnaires after analyzing the correctness of data. The three stages of the data-gathering process are shown in Figure 3.

In the first stage, the authors collected and analyzed previous studies to gather the concept of questions and assess the perfect nature of respondents related to the survey's specific variables of digital financial services available in Bangladesh. Through a pilot survey in the second stage, we could realize the dependability of the questionnaire items and make the necessary modifications. We conducted the survey and collected data from the respondents in the third and final stages.

![Figure 3. Data collection procedure](image)

Table 1. Respondents’ data on demographic profile

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (Years)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-24</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-32</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33-40</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40-50</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>08%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More than 50</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>03%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>442</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>257</td>
<td>58%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>442</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profession</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students</td>
<td>244</td>
<td>55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job (Private Sector)</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job (Public Sector/ Govt.)</td>
<td>08</td>
<td>02%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business &amp; Others</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>442</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational Qualifications</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H.S.C Equivalent</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graduation Equivalent</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-Graduation Equivalent</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>442</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DFS Account</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>424</td>
<td>92%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>08%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>442</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respondent’s Preferences</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DFS System</td>
<td>442</td>
<td>94%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conventional System</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>06%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>442</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Author’s findings

The research study analyzed the demographic information of 442 respondents (Table 1), ranging from 18 to 50+ years old, with a majority falling in the 18-24 age groups. The sample was relatively balanced in terms of gender, with 58% male and 42% female participants. The respondents held varying levels of education, with 34% holding HSC equivalent, 45% holding a bachelor's degree, and 21% holding a master's degree. The occupational profile was diverse, with
students, private job holders, public sector job holders, business, and other professions represented. The majority of respondents (94%) preferred to use digital financial systems in the future, and most already had a digital financial services account (92%).

5.5 Model specification and estimation

To evaluate the effectiveness of the modified UTAUT framework in understanding the factors that influence customers' choice of financial institutions in Bangladesh, a Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) approach was employed. The SEM analysis allowed for a comprehensive examination of the relationships between observed and latent variables, and the Smart PLS 4.0 software was used to estimate the parameters of the SEM. Furthermore, it is an optimal choice due to its aptitude for managing complex models and addressing non-normal data. A path measurement model was developed to define the relationships between each UTAUT-based latent construct and its corresponding observed variables, with the statistical significance of the path coefficients tested through a bootstrapping procedure with 5000 samples.

To evaluate reliability and convergent validity of the measurement model Cronbach's Alpha, Composite Reliability (CR), and Average Variance Extracted (AVE) were utilized for this purpose, and subsequently to evaluate discriminant validity by employing the Heterotrait-Monotrait (HTMT) matrix and the Fornell-Larcker criterion. These tools validated the intelligibility of the constructs, ensuring they did not excessively overlap and preserving the uniqueness of constructs in the model. Overall, this approach will provide financial institutions with a more comprehensive understanding of the underlying mechanisms that drive customers' choices, ultimately helping them better cater to their needs and preferences.

6. RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION

A comprehensive multivariate statistical technique widely used to explore complex interactions between observed and latent variables across a wide range of fields is structural equation modeling (SEM) analysis [54]. In this regard, a number of important metrics, including Cronbach's Alpha, Composite Reliability (CR), Average Variance Extracted (AVE), Heterotrait-Monotrait (HTMT) matrix, Fornell-Larcker Criterion, Variance Inflation Factor (VIF), and Standardized Root Mean Square Residual (SRMR), play a crucial role in assessing the quality and robustness of the model under investigation [53]. These measurements help to evaluate the model thoroughly, assuring its correctness and capacity to be applied to the broader.

For assessing the internal consistency and reliability of a group of items inside a scale, Cronbach's Alpha (Table 2) is a commonly used metric [52]. It measures the degree to which the objects correspond to the underlying construct. Generally, higher values indicate more substantial internal consistency of the variables, which range from 0 to 1. Cronbach's Alpha levels between 0.7 and 0.8 are often regarded as satisfactory, whereas values over 0.8 are considered outstanding [53]. The majority of the variables in this research exceeded the recommended threshold of 0.7. This means the reliability statistics are considerably based on these findings, which supports the use of the SEM method for further analysis.

Table 2. Cronbach’s alpha reliability statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>B0</th>
<th>IN</th>
<th>R0</th>
<th>S0</th>
<th>T0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cronbach's Alpha</td>
<td>0.804</td>
<td>0.733</td>
<td>0.594</td>
<td>0.707</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composite Reliability (CR)</td>
<td>0.826</td>
<td>0.794</td>
<td>0.679</td>
<td>0.701</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Variance Extracted (AVE)</td>
<td>0.788</td>
<td>0.871</td>
<td>0.649</td>
<td>0.794</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Cronbach’s alpha, composite reliability, and AVE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cronbach's Alpha</th>
<th>Composite Reliability (CR)</th>
<th>Average Variance Extracted (AVE)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B0</td>
<td>0.719</td>
<td>0.856</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IN</td>
<td>0.736</td>
<td>0.895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R0</td>
<td>0.751</td>
<td>0.778</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S0</td>
<td>0.697</td>
<td>0.766</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T0</td>
<td>0.725</td>
<td>0.721</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Structural Equation Modeling (SEM), Composite Reliability (CR) is a measure used to evaluate the internal consistency of latent variables within a model. It assesses the extent to which a set of observed variables consistently represents the underlying latent construct. Composite Reliability (Table 3) is an alternative to Cronbach's Alpha and is often considered a more accurate measure of internal consistency, as it takes into account the factor loadings of individual indicators [55]. Generally, a CR value of 0.7 or higher is considered acceptable, indicating that the latent construct is reliably measured by the observed variables [54]. By examining the above Composite Reliability of latent variables, it can be determining the adequacy of the measurement models and ensure the validity and reliability of the constructs in this analysis.

Average Variance Extracted (AVE) is a measure used to assess the convergent validity of latent variables within a model. Convergent validity refers to the extent to which observed variables related to the same latent construct are highly correlated. AVE measures the amount of variance that a latent variable capture from its indicators, relative to the variance due to measurement error [56]. An AVE value of 0.50 or higher is considered acceptable, suggesting that the latent construct accounts for more than 50% of the variance in its observed variables [53]. By examining the above AVE values, it can assess the adequacy of their measurement models in terms of convergent validity due to all the variables exceeded the value of 0.50, and it ensure the constructs in the analysis are accurately represented by the observed variables.
The Heterotrait-Monotrait (HTMT) matrix (Table 4) is a measure used to assess discriminant validity among latent variables within a model. Discriminant validity refers to the extent to which different latent constructs are distinct from one another, ensuring that they represent unique dimensions of the phenomenon under investigation. HTMT values typically range between 0 and 1, with lower values indicating better discriminant validity. A common threshold for acceptable discriminant validity is an HTMT value less than 0.85 or, more conservatively, less than 0.90 [57]. By examining the HTMT matrix from the above results, it can be assessed that the adequacy of their measurement models in terms of discriminant validity and ensure that the latent constructs are distinct and not overlapping.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>B0</th>
<th>IN</th>
<th>R0</th>
<th>S0</th>
<th>T0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B0</td>
<td>0.587</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IN</td>
<td>0.163</td>
<td>0.183</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S0</td>
<td>0.341</td>
<td>0.539</td>
<td>0.242</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T0</td>
<td>0.571</td>
<td>0.425</td>
<td>0.427</td>
<td>0.418</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. HTMT matrix

Fornell-Larcker Criterion is a widely used approach for assessing discriminant validity among latent variables within a model. The Fornell-Larcker Criterion is based on the comparison of the square root of the Average Variance Extracted (AVE) for each latent construct with the correlations between the latent constructs [56]. According to the Fornell-Larcker Criterion, discriminant validity is established when the square root of the AVE for each latent construct is greater than its correlations with all other latent constructs in the model. This indicates that each construct shares more variance with its own indicators than it shares with other constructs in the model [54]. By applying the Fornell-Larcker Criterion, in the Table 5 we found the adequacy of measurement models in terms of discriminant validity and ensure that the latent constructs are distinct and not overlapping.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>B0</th>
<th>IN</th>
<th>R0</th>
<th>S0</th>
<th>T0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B0</td>
<td>0.799</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IN</td>
<td>0.476</td>
<td>0.834</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R0</td>
<td>-0.163</td>
<td>-0.241</td>
<td>0.824</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S0</td>
<td>0.281</td>
<td>0.409</td>
<td>-0.126</td>
<td>0.756</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T0</td>
<td>0.317</td>
<td>0.311</td>
<td>-0.373</td>
<td>0.224</td>
<td>0.724</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Fornell-Larcker criterion

The Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) (Table 7) is a diagnostic tool used in Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) to assess multicollinearity among the predictor variables [58]. Multicollinearity occurs when predictor variables are highly correlated, which can lead to unstable parameter estimates and reduced model interpretability. VIF values greater than 10 are generally considered indicative of multicollinearity issues, while values below 5 are considered acceptable. From the above, it is established that the variables are not have an issue of multicollinearity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables Name</th>
<th>VIF</th>
<th>Variables Name</th>
<th>VIF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B01</td>
<td>1.242</td>
<td>B03</td>
<td>1.099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B02</td>
<td>1.288</td>
<td>B04</td>
<td>1.127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B03</td>
<td>1.211</td>
<td>I01</td>
<td>1.315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I02</td>
<td>1.392</td>
<td>I03</td>
<td>1.211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I04</td>
<td>1.147</td>
<td>R01</td>
<td>1.205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R02</td>
<td>1.392</td>
<td>T01</td>
<td>1.099</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7. Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) test

The Standardized Root Mean Square Residual (SRMR) is an important goodness-of-fit test (Table 8) in Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) that measures the discrepancy between observed and predicted covariance matrices. Lower SRMR values signify a better fit between the model and the observed data, with values less than 0.08 generally considered indicating a good fit [59]. In the study, the SRMR value was found to be 0.073, which falls within the acceptable threshold. This suggests that the model's fit to the observed data is relatively good, indicating that the model adequately represents the underlying relationships among the constructs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Saturated Model</th>
<th>Estimated Model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SRMR</td>
<td>0.073</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8. Goodness of fit test

6.1 Structural model analysis

Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) serves as a robust and sophisticated multivariate statistical technique, extensively utilized to explore intricate relationships among observed and latent variables. If the measurement model evaluation is satisfactory, we can move on to the structural model evaluation, concentrating on the efficacy of its explanation and the statistical significance of the path coefficients [53]. This step-by-step approach allows for a comprehensive examination of the relationships among variables and contributes to the stability and reliability of the overall model. From the below, each observed and latent variables path coefficient values are described through the following structural line (Figure 4):
6.2 Structural model path significance values

Using 5000 samples, an advanced bootstrapping technique was used to examine the statistical significance level in path coefficients. Figure 5 shows the outcomes of the structural equation analysis. From the above, it is found that the variables Benefits and Social influences have a strong positive significance on the dependent variable users’ behavioral intention of using digital financial services in Bangladesh. On the other hand, the variables Trust factors and Risks factors of DFS are not statistically significant on the users’ behavioral intention of using DFS in Bangladesh.

For finding and analyzing the effects of earlier developed hypothesis on the perception of using DFS in Bangladesh helps to reveal the role of variables in relationships within the study. From the Table 9, the hypothesis H1 ($\beta = 0.000; p < 0.05$), H3 ($\beta = 0.000; p < 0.05$) and H5 ($\beta = 0.000; p < 0.05$) are found significant and supported the hypothesis earlier we developed. However, H2 ($\beta = 0.056; p > 0.05$), and H4 ($\beta = 0.083; p > 0.05$) are not statistically significant and do not support the hypothesis of using digital financial services for choosing financial institutions in Bangladesh.

The findings indicate that Benefits of using DFS and Social Influences positively impact users’ intention to choose a financial institution. This aligns with previous research that highlights the importance of perceived benefits [60] and social influences [21] as critical determinants of technology adoption. However, Trust on DFS system and Perceived Risks were not found to significantly influence Users’ intention to choose a financial institution in Bangladesh. This suggests that user attitudes towards trust and perceived risks might be influenced by other contextual factors, such as regulatory frameworks, cultural aspects, or the extent of familiarity with DFS.

Table 9. Structural model decision rule

| Path Coefficient | Sample Mean (M) | Standard Deviation (STDEV) | T Statistics (|O/STDEV|) | P Values | Decision Rule |
|------------------|----------------|----------------------------|--------------------------|----------|---------------|
| B0 -> IN         | 0.308          | 0.313                      | 0.047                    | 6.552    | 0.00***       | H1 Supported |
| R0 -> IN         | -0.09          | -0.091                     | 0.047                    | 1.908    | 0.056         | H2 Not Supported |
| S0 -> IN         | 0.24           | 0.248                      | 0.045                    | 5.386    | 0.00***       | H3 Supported |
| T0 -> IN         | 0.09           | 0.097                      | 0.052                    | 1.735    | 0.083         | H4 Not Supported |
| T0 -> R0         | -0.273         | -0.287                     | 0.042                    | 6.537    | 0.00***       | H5 Supported |

Notes: **significant at 5% level; ***significant at 1% level.

Table 10. Mediating effects

| Path Coefficient | Sample Mean (M) | Standard Deviation (STDEV) | T Statistics (|O/STDEV|) | P Values | Decision Rule |
|------------------|----------------|----------------------------|--------------------------|----------|---------------|
| T0 -> R0 -> IN   | 0.025          | 0.026                      | 0.014                    | 1.779    | 0.075         | H6 Not Supported |

Notes: **significant at 5% level; ***significant at 1% level.
Table 10, analyzing indirect effects helps uncover the mediating role of variables in relationships among constructs. The above analysis focuses on the indirect effect between trust and users' behavioral intention through the mediating variable risk. A positive insignificant relationship implies that the mediating role of risk in the relationship between trust and users' behavioral intention is not statistically significant, suggesting that the indirect effect through risk is not considerably influential.

6.3 Discussion of analysis

Digital Financial Services (DFS) have been rapidly embraced in Bangladesh and have changed the financial landscape by providing customers with a number of benefits. DFS offers a number of advantages in Bangladesh, including improved accessibility, convenience, cost-effectiveness, and quicker transactions [35]. These benefits are especially important for those living in rural areas because they frequently have less access to regular banking activities. Customers are, therefore, more likely to select financial institutions that provide digital financial services that are personalized to their requirements and preferences.

The importance of knowing and meeting customer demands in the competitive financial landscape is highlighted by the positive significant association between the benefits of using DFS and the preference of financial institutions in Bangladesh. Financial institutions that successfully integrate digital financial services to offer user-friendly, effective, and secure solutions will likely acquire a more extensive client base and gain a competitive edge in the market [36]. In order to meet the changing demands of their clients and promote a more inclusive financial ecosystem, financial service providers should emphasize the creation and use of cutting-edge DFS solutions.

Social influences in the research affect how DFS is adopted regarding interpersonal interactions, peer perceptions, and cultural norms [21]. When evaluating the usage of digital financial services and choosing financial institutions, people frequently depend on the opinions and recommendations of their social networks. The importance of social influences in prompting user adoption and determining the choices of financial institutions grows as DFS gains popularity and acceptance. Financial institutions in Bangladesh should consider social factors while developing their client engagement and marketing strategies. Financial institutions may use social influences to draw in and keep customers by promoting great customer experiences, encouraging referrals from friends and family, and using social media platforms [61].

As customers may be concerned about potential losses, fraud, privacy violations, and system malfunctions, perceived risks are frequently seen as a barrier to the adoption of digital financial services [35]. This finding suggests that financial institutions in Bangladesh may have been somewhat effective in addressing and alleviating customers' concerns about risks through the deployment of strong security measures, user-friendly interfaces, and rapid customer service [39]. Furthermore, while perceived risk concerns are frequently believed to have a negative impact on users' decisions about financial institutions, the lack of significance of this impact in the context of Bangladesh emphasizes the need to take into account the complex relationships between numerous factors that influence customer preferences. Financial institutions in Bangladesh should keep putting a priority on risk management and security procedures while also concentrating on utilizing the advantages of DFS, social impacts, and trust to draw in and keep customers.
Users' trust typically plays a crucial role in financial organizations that they perceive as dependable, safe, and transparent for the adoption of digital financial services [62, 63]. The lack of significance of trust factors in Bangladesh's financial institution selection suggests that other factors, such as the benefits of DFS and social influences, may have a greater impact on users' choices. According to this result, trust may not be the key factor influencing customers' choice of financial institutions in Bangladesh, yet it still remains a crucial one. The country's increasing acceptance of DFS as well as the existence of several reputable financial institutions may have a negative impact on the importance of trust as a deciding criterion [51]. To draw and keep consumers, financial institutions in Bangladesh should not just put their efforts into establishing trust; they should also emphasize providing concrete benefits of using DFS, capitalizing on social influences, and reducing perceived risks.

However, the mediating factor demonstrates that although trust and perceived risk are essential factors for consumers, their influence on financial institutions' behavioral intentions and decisions may not be as significant as initially assumed. This may be attributed to the growing acceptance of digital financial services and the increasing awareness of users regarding the potential risks and benefits associated with DFS. The positive insignificant relationship between trust, risks, and users' behavioral intention in the Bangladeshi context highlights the importance of understanding the complex interplay of factors affecting customers' preferences.

7. CONCLUSION AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS

This research employed a modified model of the UTAUT theory to examine the intention to use DFS factors impact on financial institutions' choice in Bangladesh perspective. The survey data obtained from 442 participants and SEM were used to examine the research model and its corresponding hypotheses. This research paper explored the relationships between various factors such as Benefits, Social Influences, Trust, and Perceived Risks, and their influence on users' intention to choose financial institutions. The study found that Benefits and Social Influences had a significant positive impact on the choice of financial institutions in the Bangladesh context.

Moreover, Trust factors and Perceived Risks showed an insignificant relationship with users' intention to choose financial institutions. Furthermore, the analysis of the mediating role of risk in the relationship between trust and users' behavioral intention revealed a positive insignificant relationship. This indicates that other factors, such as social influences and perceived benefits of using DFS, might be more influential in shaping users' choices of financial institutions in Bangladesh. Moreover, these findings emphasize the importance of understanding the complex interplay of factors affecting customers' preferences and highlight the need for financial institutions in Bangladesh to focus not only on building trust and managing risks but also on leveraging social influences and the benefits of using DFS to attract and retain customers.

However, the study is restricted geographically to Bangladesh; thus, the findings might not apply to other cultural or socio-economic contexts. Also, it considers a specific point in time, disregarding any changes in attitudes that might occur over a longer period due to shifts in technology or market trends. The cross-sectional design and the reliance on a modified UTAUT framework also restrict the depth of our insights. Future research could further explore the reasons behind these findings and investigate additional factors that might influence users' choice of financial institutions in Bangladesh. By doing so, it will contribute to the development of more effective strategies and interventions to promote the adoption of digital financial services and improve the overall financial ecosystem in the country.

This study emphasizes key practical recommendations for financial institutions aiming to enhance their Digital Financial Services (DFS). Firstly, leveraging social influence can be pivotal; creating DFS awareness campaigns and referral programs that incentivize current users to bring in new users could be an effective strategy. Secondly, promoting the benefits of DFS in a more targeted and personalized manner, keeping in mind the user profiles, could lead to greater adoption rates. Educational programs aimed at showcasing how DFS simplifies financial transactions, increases accessibility, and reduces transaction costs could also contribute to more positive perceptions.

Additionally, building trust remains important part of DFS using intention development. It can be accomplished by ensuring the security, user-friendliness, and reliability of DFS platforms. Transparency about security protocols, prompt customer service, and responsiveness to user feedback could reinforce trust. Risk mitigation is another key aspect; this can be achieved by strengthening cybersecurity measures, providing transparency in service terms and conditions, and offering rapid response and resolution to any DFS-related issues that customers might encounter.

To gain a competitive advantage, continual innovation and customization of DFS offerings are essential. Embracing new technologies like AI and data analytics can personalize customer experience, thereby setting institutions apart in the competitive DFS landscape. These strategies can effectively drive DFS adoption and secure a competitive position in the market.
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